
Corsica mountains

Robin G. Collomb

When Maupassant espied Corsica long ago it impressed him as a large
mountain gracefully assurgent on the horizon of the sea. In 1881 Freshfield
addressed the Alpine Club with glowing descriptions of the scenery and
suggested that 'Corsican mountains clearly come within the scope of our
society and call for more attention than we have yet given them'. A visit by
the Finch brothers in 1909, notable for their epic ascent of the Paglia Orba
E face, remains the only event in the island's mountaineering history for
which the British are remembered. Since the end of the last century, when
Felix von Cube's 3 expeditions started serious exploration from the Grotte
des Anges in the Viro valley, Austro-German nationals have dominated the
climbing scene-curiously enough overshadowing many opportunities
more open to but ignored by the French.

Though part of France for over 200 years, the island belongs
geographically, historically and linguistically to Italy. The language is a
corrupt Italian, and French speakers may have difficulty understanding the
dialect in country districts. In Roman times known as Cyrnos, Corsica in
the 8th century fell to the Saracens, and in the 11 th to Pisa. It then passed
to the Genoese who had a long and lasting inOuence on all cultural and
economic aspects of life. But they, unable to subdue the Corsicans who had
risen under General Paoli, surrendered the island to the French in 1768.

Napoleon Bonaparte was the Corsican. Born in Ajaccio one year after the
French conquest, his autocratic policies came into conOict with Pa cale
Paoli, patriotic hero of the Corsicans, over dissatisfaction with French rule.
Routing the French at one stage the island was handed to Britain for 2 years
before the status quo was restored. Vendetta had been stamped out by Paoli
in the 18th century but banditry was synonymous with Corsican life in the
19th century. The last and most famous bandit, Antoine Bellacoscia, self
styled' King of the Maquis' for 40 years, surrendered to the authorities at
Vizzavona-gare in 1892. A glamorous name had be,:n coined for a band of
dedicated guerrilla fighters.

Following the rise of another nationalist movement inspired by Algeria
in the 1960s, a desire for independence from France has grown to
disturbing proportions again in terms of political unrest and violence.
Manifestations of the troubles include a large number of defaced road signs
and freedom slogans plastered on rocks and walls everywhere. Innocent
bystanders and tourists have been caught up in bomb explosions and
gunfire in public places. An attitude prevails in France that Corsicans are
'primitive' citizens incapable of shedding their simple native outlook.
Reforms promised by the new M itterrand government will introduce
partial self-rule and a free voice in the national assembly. It remains to be
seen if these measures will pacify the militants.

The interior of Corsica is a labyrinth of valleys, ravines and mountains.
The highest summits are in the N, while the classical textbook peaks are
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di tributed fairly e nly from to along a twisting water hed of
crystalline ro ks. These in particular are into (2706m), Rotondo
(2622m), Oro (2389m) Reno 0 (2352m) and Incudine (2134m). The

izza ona road pass (1163m) divide them between Oro and Reno 0 into
twO convenient sections. Howev 'r none of these can be' regarded as first
lass peak; a shopping list for the latter would in lude Minuta (2556m),

Paglia Orba (2525m), Larghia (2503m), Tafonato (2335m), Lombarduccio
(2261m) and cl cted top in the Bavella aiguilles.

37 The maquis rising to 2000m under the ridge oJMonte d'Oro (This and next 2
photos: West Col Archives)

Over the yeal- an inference can be drawn from Isltor' account that
Cor ica may be less renowned for its peak than for their ac e sibility. Until
recent times summit wre notoriously difficult 10 reach because of the
uniform bellS of thick wiry undergrowth known as lh' maqui that guard
the approache to mo t worthwhile obj tives. Thi crub flouri hes both
inside the hug area of fore t and acro oth 'rwi e open lope. [t grow
right up to the base of ummit cliffs and down to th bank of treams 0

closely that you cannot squeeze between the two. The maquis con iSIS of
sev ral types of Mediterranean plant -scrub oak, juniper, aid r, myrtle,
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38 Asinao Towers, Bavella Aiguilles

broom, hon y uckle, thyme and rosemary, ferns, nettle and bramble,
and grows to a height of 5 or 6m. This obstacle course confroms those who
leave the waymarked trail, and a ma hete mu t be tak n by parties intent
on penetrating byways.

The main chain is composed of the best granitic rock, much of it very
rough and pleasant to handle (grey and pink); ome is loo e and elsewhere
there is smooth rock with poor frictional qualities (dark red and black). A
I' ature of many N faces, and others, i rock peppel'ed with holes varying in
size from a few mm to several m, in a formation called locally 'tafoni'. 0

fa I' unexplained by geologists, this honeycombing in granitic rock is
unique and affOl'ds unexpe ted aid in climbing. crub and grass overed
moraines ar evidence of former glacial activity and s veral small lak s in
the Cinto and Rotondo groups demonstrate the work of passing gla i rs.

With few exceptions the low I' lopes of the main chain are clothed in
for st and the maquis up to an average height of 1500m; the latter can
excee~ a height of 2000m. The magnificem forests, world-famous in the
timber trade, comprise chestnut, oak and bee h, with pine and fir along the
upper fringes; s me of th trees are mme than 500 years old. Tinder dry in
summer this terrain poses a seriou fire threat and large tracts have been
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de troy d through negligence. Coincidentally this emir zone correspond
with the officiall designated Par Naturel R 'gional (P R), con tituted
with precise boundaries in 1972 for the preservation of the interior's
out tanding beauty. ow supervised by a large workforce equipped with
modern fire fighting equipment, the P JR operates numerous services from
divisional H Qs (maisons forestieres, M F) that include the construction and
maintenance of mountain hllls (there are no 'club' huts in the usual ense),
control of forestry and timb I' ~ lIing, the protection of Oora and fauna,
as istance in re-e tablishing rural occupations, the renovation and upkeep
of trail for walker and riders, improving footbridge and clearing area - for
skiing. Sen ational hanging bridges (passereJles) constructed from cables
and hort planks reminiscent of crossing places in Himalayan gorges ar
among the newer fl'uits of thi work.

Fires are banned everywhere and forest camping is restricted
to authorised sites. These regulation are Oouted 'openly at present; clearly
the number of visitors coming into some valleys has rea hed a saturation
point where the PNR cannot cope, or chooses to retreat before the
mercenary demand of village bars and hopkeepers. To this subject one
must add that liller is now an enormous problem in Corsica. The fore t
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and uplands are becoming one vast rubbish dump. Few facilities are
provided for the disposal of refuse, and a rubbish collection service is yet to
be seen. Appalling heaps of litter lie rotting in picnic spots and village
refuse is normally tipped over a roadside cliff a few km away, merely
adding to the eyesore and unmentionable smell.

GR20 is the French national trail along the Corsican crest zone. As one
of the most publicized long distance high level walking routes in the
extensive GR series (in metropolitan France), it is hardly excelled for
popularity anywhere in the world; its frequency is reckoned 7 times greater
than the GR5 variant tour of Mont Blanc. Several hundred trekkers,
sometimes a thousand, are moving along it on any given day in July,
August and September. The specially constructed path starts at Calenzana
near Calvi on the W coast and runs for 240 km to finish at Conca near
Porto-Vecchio in the SE. Vertical intervals and descents amount to nearly
19000m and, according to pace, fitness and temperament, you allow some
18 days for the trip. The road and rail public transport convenience of the
Vizzavona pass ensures that the superior N section is accomplished more
often. Numerous slab and gully pitches of I + along the way have now been
secured with fixed ropes. GR20 is rightly quoted as a serious undertaking,
and parties engaged on it in early summ~r must be equipped to cope with
snow/ice, bad weather, self-catering (no meals provided in huts) and
probable bivouacs. Careful planning is needed for provisioning.

Rock climbing comes in the two familiar European modes of
'mountaineering type' and 'klettergarten'. The latter is found almost
exclusively in the remarkable Bavella group of towers and pinnacles, two
intricate but compact wings divided by the road pass (1218m) of the same
name in the S of the island. Composed of excellent rock, some 250 routes of
100 to 300m have been made here in grades III to VII; they can be tackled
from approaches as short as 1 hour. Superb camping in forest glades amid a
landscape that might have been plucked from an illustration of the
Grimms' folktaJes. The local belvedere is Velaco (1483m), an idyllic walk
and short scramble of 50 minutes from the road. Points in the northern
wing, or Tours d'Asinao, attain 1800m.

The long, sustained route belongs to the Cinto massif in the N. Eulogised
as the Corsican Matterhorn, Paglia Orba is a landmark for technical
achievements, having a fairly accessible N face of 500m with no climb rated
below V + . The seminal Finch route is still the most classic climb of its
grade on the island, 400m, IV. The adjoining Tafonato-whose slender
summit ridge is pierced right through by a gigantic hole 35m long and 12m
high-can be traversed at grade III + . Its W face has harder and remote
routes of 600m. The N spur of Minuta lays claim to providing the longest
Corsican sawtooth ridge; 30 gendarmes over a distance of 1t km can be
done circumspectly at grade IV - . Larghia, one of the most difficult of the
major peaks, has a similar, shorter ridge of 6 formidable towers, V at least.
While the monarch Cinto reveals an impressive summit wall of 400m on
one side (routes .of grade IlI/V + ), it is essentiaJly a scramblers' mountain
with an uncomfortable vertical interval. The new PNR huts Altore
(2045m) and Mori (2000m) have taken the sting of adventure out of many
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39 Paglia Orba and Tafonato

climbs on Paglia, TafonaLO, Minuta and neighbouring peak. Some of the
normal routes can be rambled at a leisurely pace to re-enter the hut for an
early lun h. Cinto from the S is now allended by a n w jeep road
approaching the Erco hut (1670m), from wh re you a hieve a reduction to

3t hours for grabbing the ummit-though it remains at lea t 6 hour for
ordinal' mortals on the popular or Asco side. In the Calvi district the
celebrated Bonifato for st and cirque di play an amazing rock climbing
m cca, as yet without a PNR hut. Deeply ra ined, filled with Oying
buttresses and sprouting pillared summits on all sides, this arena offers
scores of climbs up to 700m in all grad son 'ound granite. Counties other
p aks in the order of 1800-2400m rarely fully explored and many with
ob ious challenges untried, await the determined climber; but long
entangled approaches may require more study and work than the rockface
probl m',

In Corsica peak-baggers are faced ith vertical intervals equal to or
great 'I' than those found In the Alps. Some 1200m is commonplace while
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1600m must be mounted at times. Rotondo has the worst reputation in this
regard; its normal route involves an ascent of 1650m for which the
guidebook allows you a laughable 5 hours. To undertake sensibly an
excursion or climb of more than 900m parties should start at daybreak
(5 am), or in the dark if the ground can be followed by torchlight-in the
writer's experience, often not an easy matter. Prior inspection of the first
30 minutes is recommended the previous evening. Programmed like an
army of automatons, the young chattering continentals have gone by the
time the British rouse themselves.

Snowfields and snow in steep gullies persist throughout summer in well
known places and may call for Alpine equipment. Normally an ice axe can
be dispensed with after mid July. In summer great heat pervades all zones
up to 1500m and after midday cloud cover is a regular occurrence until
dusk. Haze obscures summit views after 10 am. Walkers and climbers go
about in shorts and T shirts, even in the rain. Storms and rain come as no
surprise to seasoned Corsican travellers-conditions the tourist office
steadfastly refuses to recognise-all the world is crammed into sandy-cove
beaches perhaps 20 miles away where the Mediterranean climate is
unsullied. Altogether crisper Alpine conditions prevail in spring. Then the
considerable winter snowfall will still be evident and in this season
expedition tactics are called for.

The best mountaineering bases are Calacuccia village (830m), for Cinto
and the Viro valley; Bonifato (536m), hotel, bunkhouse and roadhead, going
forward to the forest site of Spasimata (1190m) where the PNR is overdue
in building a promised hut; and Haut Asco (1422m), a hotel centre and
roadhead equally useful for winter skiing. For the Bavella aiguilles there are
hotels at Zonza village (784m), rough lodging near the Bavella pass or
camping nearby. Excluding the French, German visitors outnumber all
others by at least 10 to 1 at present.

Corsica is noted among sun-worshippers for its splendid coastal scenery.
Porto and its gulf is easily the finest, most attractive and romantic seaside
venue, combining the attributes of delectable inlets and rocky peninsulas,
immensely varied and colourful vegetation, a rugged mountain hinterland
with its own batch of climbs, and a nerve-wracking switchback corniche
road-a travel writer's delight.

While roads in Corsica are among the worst in Europe, a car is
invaluable for getting around the maze of valleys and cutting down on some
of the distances where jeep tracks can be negotiated; several fly/drive
schemes are available. A word of warning and sign of the times. In 1981 all
airplane seats from Britain to Ajaccio and Bastia were fully booked at the
end of February to mid September; many visitors had to reach Nice first
then go by boat, a sea crossing of 6 hours.

Mapping of the island is comprehensive in 1125,000, 1150,000 and
11100,000. Mountain walking and climbing guidebooks are published in
French and German, and West Col has recently issued the first guide in
English. Since its inception 15 items have been published in the AJ on
Corsica, to compare with 320 in similar German publications, and rather
less than 200 in French.
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